
IcemanMediaHub™

 

Use any solution - share any content. 

Is Your business stuck in the integration 
nightmare? 

Release Your content with 
IcemanMediaHub™ and cut time and efforts 

when launching new projects. 

Do you still believe that one vendor can provide all your  
solutions for Your media production? We don´t! 

Connect Your legacy solutions for continuous integration, 
add new ones or build applications and services yourself 
with tools from the MediaHub library. Connect them to 
the MediaHub and you are up for seamless business, 
regardless of the type of content. This is what we call 
integration made easy. 

Key benefits 

• Share content independent of systems and applications. 

• Event driven and in real time. 

• Powerful Timeline event recorder. 

• Subscribe and search using hashtags.  

• XML Exchange 
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Integration with MediaHub 

IcemanMediaHub™ is 
especially designed for the 
needs of the media industry, 
unlike other integration 
platforms. 

Content subscription 

Subscribe to #hashtags, just like 
on popular sites. Any content 
entering MediaHub will have 
#hashtags. 

Content timeline 

Use the timeline to search and 
access any content delivered by 
MediaHub.  

Independent 

Regardless of used solutions or 
content produced, the content 
can be shared with any systems 
and solutions. 

Cloud 

MediaHub can be deployed in 
both private and public cloud 
environments. 

MediaHub is optimized to take 
advantage of elastic cloud 
environments  

Micro services 

MediaHub is made of small self 
contained services. 
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IcemanMediaHub™ overview… 

IcemanMediaHub™ is the integration platform for the media 
industry.  

IcemanMediaHub™ cover all needs and capabilities of the 
future media producer: realtime events and content delivery, 
filter of event timelines via hashtags, push delivery and 
powerful search capabilities. 

Benefit from the fast growing library of ready made 
integrations, services and applications; among others 
WordPress™, Indesign™, Newspilot™, Fotostation™, 
Openstore™, Polopoly™, Escenic™, Episerver™, Umbrako™, 
Twitter™, Instagram™, NewsML™, RSS and many more! 

Due to the fast changing pace in the Media industry, it is 
essential to be able to change the solutions in use with speed 
and without cumbersome and expensive projects.   
IcemanMediaHub™ as your integration platform ,will ensure 
not only that  You are prepared for changes now and in the 
future but You are also ready to create and launch new projects 
in utmost speed! 

IcemanMediaHub™ will improve the ROI of  Your existing 
newsroom by enabling You to use any solution, new or old - 
and to share any content. 
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REST API 

Easy to use REST API. 

Manage and monitor 

Manage and monitor with ease; 
everything is REST, even 
administrative tasks. 

Event driven 

MediaHub is event driven, and 
easily managed via MediaHub 
admin service.  

Push data 

MediaHub delivers data via 
push in realtime to subscribing 
applications or services, 
triggered by events. 

Services 

A service is a producer of 
media hub content. Services 
themselves publishes #hashtag 
events.  

API gateways 

Create customized  API 
gateways to manage content 
and events for applications. 

Apps 

An app is a consumer of media  
hub content. An app can use a 
service.
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